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Abstract

Proactive Decision Support (PDS) aims at improving the
decision-making experience of human decision makers by en-
hancing the quality of the decisions and the ease of making
them. Specifically, we propose a system RADAR that assists
expert humans in the loop who now share a detailed, if not
complete, model of the domain but may still be unable to
compute plans due to cognitive overload. Our system sup-
ports naturalistic decision making by providing valuable sug-
gestions and insights during the planning process rather than
enforcing plans and executing actions by itself. We show,
with the help of a firefighting domain, how RADAR helps
the commander in validating, fixing and obtaining alterna-
tive plans. Furthermore, whenever the commander finds a
suggested plan to be inexplicable, the system provides expla-
nations, to increase the reliability of the automation system.
The commanders reaction to explanations provides a learn-
ing opportunity for RADAR to update its model and account
for these going forward. In this demo, we motivate the use of
automated planning technologies in proactive decision sup-
port for expert humans, showcasing an end to end system that
will prove to be a valuable test bed for upcoming research.

In complex decision-making environments, such as re-
sponding to crisis scenarios, high-level planning of effective
responses is a key challenge (Laskey, Marques, and da Costa
2016). Although automated planning can play a key role in
such situations, a set of challenges needs to be addressed for
providing effective decision support.

Complete domain models of complex environments is dif-
ficult to obtain. Hence, plans generated by such systems can-
not be relied upon completely. With RADAR, we support nat-
uralistic decision making and provide explanations for sug-
gesting a particular plan. We also account for the human’s
reactions to given explanations, using it as an opportunity
to update our knowledge about the domain. Unlike “mixed-
initiative planning”, RADAR’s goal is not to facilitate the hu-
mans to enter the land of the planner and help it, but rather
enable the planner to do this for the human in the loop.

RADAR We provide details about the RADAR user-
interface in Figure 1. In this section, we talk about the
use cases it can support highlighting the planning technolo-
gies it uses to do so. We will use a fire-fighting scenario
to illustrate the functionalities of our system. The domain
model used by the system is represented in PDDL and is

assumed to be very close, if not identical, to that of the ex-
pert’s model, which is also known. The scenario involves
the local fire-fighting chief (the expert in the loop), who
along with the local police, medical and transport author-
ities, is trying to build a plan in response to a fire using
RADAR. A video demonstrating the system is available at
https://goo.gl/YunA21 and the domain and prob-
lem files can be found at https://goo.gl/htrmLQ.
Goal Selection and Focus. Once the fire chief selects a goal,
RADAR generates the problem file and displays the land-
marks (Hoffmann, Porteous, and Sebastia 2004) to help the
user be on track to achieve the goal.
Plan Validation. RADAR does plan validation (Fox, Howey,
and Long 2005) of a partial plan made by the fire chief and
shows reasons as to why it is invalid.
Plan Correction and Plan Suggestions. When the com-
mander has an invalid partial plan, he may ask RADAR to
repair it. In addition, he may specify a partial plan and ask
RADAR to suggest a complete plan respecting his partial
plan. To do these, we leverage the compilation pr2plan
from (Ramı́rez and Geffner 2010).
Explanation Generation. When the fire chief feels that
a suggested plan is inexplicable, we can provide explana-
tions based on domain model differences (Chakraborti et al.
2017). We also use this technology to solve the problem of
finding a state from which the goal of a planning problem is
reachable given an (initial) state from which it isn’t.
Model Reconciliation. Based on whether the commander
accepts the explanations given or not, we use this as a learn-
ing opportunity to update RADAR’s model.
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Figure 1: RADAR interface showing decision support for the human commander making plans in response to a fire.


